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About CELA
 Non-profit, public interest
organization
 Ontario Legal Aid Clinic
 Legal representation of low
income individuals and vulnerable
communities
 Within strategic law reform
priorities - Environment and
Human Health
 Population health approach
 Large numbers affected
 Serious outcomes
 Radon fits squarely within this
approach

Radon in Indoor Air:
A Review of Policy and Law in Canada
 Co-author – Burgandy Dunn, CELA Projects
Counsel
 Canvassed policy and law - current to June,
2014; interviews across Canada
 Analysis of jurisdiction/roles
 Focused on public buildings and building
codes
 Also reviewed other provincial policy and law
potentially relevant; associated common law
 14 Recommendations and detailed
appendices
http://www.cela.ca/publications/radon-indoor-air-review-policy-and-law-canada

Main Findings
 Canadians need better legal protection
 Patchwork of inconsistent and mostly
unenforceable guidance
 Feds - important leadership; more to do
 Provinces/Territories – primary jurisdiction;
multiple laws needing updates or that contain
gaps/ambiguity
 Limited/no case law – points to need for law
reform
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Patchwork of mostly unenforceable guidance
 No legal req’mt of general application, in any law,
mandating testing, disclosing results, or remediation
 Limited enforceable law exists for radon ref’ce levels
 Ontario Building Code - 3 Ontario towns (200 Bq/m3)
 Canada Labour Code (outdated level – 800 Bq/m3)
 The Construction Code of Quebec, in certain regions, requires
radon testing during construction and mitigation where level
above 800 Bq/m3
 Potentially enforceable, if referenced by public health
authorities when assessing complaints

 National Building Code – most P and T moving towards
adoption, some only via municipal action

Summary of Prov’l/Terr’l Adoption of
NBC, 2010 Radon Provisions
(more details in Table on page 36-37 and details in Appendix 2)

New Construction and Major Renovations
Fully adopted:
• BC, Manitoba, NS, NWT, Saskatchewan, Yukon
Adopted but municipalities must enact:
• Nfld and Labrador
Not adopted but pending (as of June, 2014):
• NB, Nunavut (both delegating to municipalities)
Partially adopted:
• Alberta, (Ontario), PEI, Quebec
Recommendations: All update acc. to NBC, include federal
ref’ce level, require testing, mitigation if necessary, and
mandatory public notice of results before and after testing

Existing Buildings - Energy retrofits can
increase radon levels
 Research confirms that
tightening bldg envelope
can increase radon levels
 Retrofit programs largely
ignore this problem (distinct
from practices to ensure
good air exchange)
 Recognition beginning in
Ontario; needs advocacy
push
Recommendations:
 All govt-, utility-, and NGO-sponsored energy retrofit programs,
add need for radon testing, mitigation info.
 Add radon test to H and S budgets; should be free to low income

Review of Prov’l/Terr’l Law
 None drafted specifically to address radon nor deemed
applicable by the courts
 No relevant case law (complaint-driven)
 General provisions in many laws related to health,
safety, habitability, etc. may be applicable.
 Laws governing public health, occupational health and
safety, education, occupier’s liability, tenant protection

 Case law review: if don’t have strong statutes – won’t
have strong case law
 Focused on gaps/ambiguities and how interpreted by the
courts – e.g., clarity and scope of inspection powers of
PH/OHS officials
 Gaps in law and case law were mirrored in interviews with
PH and OHS inspectors across the country

Canada Labour Code and NORM Guidelines
 CLC only legally enforceable limit for occupational exposure remains at 800 Bq/m3
 Confusion and uncertainty about workplace radon rules or
whether NORM Guidelines apply (applies to any indoor space)
 Few/no complaints; thus, little to no enforcement action taken
 Some apply NORM, others deny radon is OH issue and state
enforcement action unlikely as only agreed upon levels are regs
for radiation-exposed workers
Recommendations:
 Update CLC limit to federal ref’ce level
 FPT Radiation Protection Committee - convene FPT task force
for inspectors on application of NORM Guidelines to radon
 Amend prov’l labour codes - include federal level, require
testing and mitigation as needed, clarify inspection and
enforcement duties
 CAREX, with CNRPP, research, dosimetry monitoring, for radon
mitigators

Public Health
 Inspection and enforcement powers
(complaint driven)
 Few complaints; limits ability to act;
and is lack of clarity on investigative
role (found same variability among
PH as OHS)
 When and where to inspect? Powers
to require testing; standard to
enforce? No guidance in case law
Recommendations:
 FPT Task Force to clarify roles
 Amend PH statutes to include federal
ref’ce level, require testing and mitigation
as needed, clarify inspection and
enforcement duties (power to order tests)
 Take leadership now; T Bay a good e.g.

Additional Prov’l/Terr’l Law
In laws relating to education, occupier’s liability, tenancy, general
provisions about safety:
 Health, safety and welfare of students (school boards responsible)
 Safety and habitability of buildings – when sold / occupied by
tenants (seller / landlords responsible)
 Little to no relevant case law
Recommendations:
 Amend laws to incl. the federal ref’ce level, duties on school
boards, licensed child cares, landlords, building owners, etc. to
ensure radon tests, mitigation as needed, and public notice of
test results and mitigation plans
 Home warranty legislation – new homes with implied warranties
of habitability, including specific ref’ce to radon
 Property disclosure statements about radon during real estate
transactions

Municipalities can act
 Most have by-law powers for:
 Property maintenance standards
 Building standards
 Permits and inspections
 Home renovations
 Child care facilities
 Ground or underground businesses
 Can take action in advance of provincial/territorial law reform
(nested authority – can take stronger action, not weaker, than
upper levels of gov’t)
 Also empowered to issue orders necessary to direct
compliance with provincial/territorial law

Common law theories of liability
 Aside from statutory law, liability for failure to test, remediate,
or disclose test results related to radon, might arise in tort
law or contract law
 Tort law – three possible theories of liability that might be
applicable if radon injury occurs in a public building
 Negligence; products liability; fraud and misrepresentation
 Contract law – various assurances/”warranties” in real estate
transactions
 May be express or implied. For radon, most relevant is
implied warranty of habitability
 No radon-specific case law
With radon pervasive across the country – most effective
remedy to achieve preventative and consistent protection is via
law reform

Recap
 Need for legal requirements vs guidance
 To underscore seriousness of problem
 To support outreach messages
 To require not simply encourage testing in public
buildings and ensure public access to information
 To correct inconsistent response among PH and
OHS inspectors and provide them with tools for
action
 Limited/no case law – under statutes or common law
 Law reform is best remedy vs. costly and situationspecific litigation
 Feds – lack of tax credit disappointing; remains
worthwhile as an advocacy push to complement Nat’l
Radon Program
 Health care savings – prevented lung cancer deaths
 Broad collaboration now essential
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